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Key Facts

Delivery: online

Assessment: Practical tasks, reflections and portfolio of work

Timing: ten weeks

Who is it for?

If you 

• are responsible for training or mentoring new language teachers or you need to show your employer 

you are a qualified trainer

• enjoy learning new ideas about education and development

• love working independently and applying what you learn

then this course is for you.

What will I learn?

This course has eight modules that we think are super interesting and will help you become a great 

trainer or mentor. We focus on practical skills and ideas and make sure that you’ll have the opportunity to 

apply what you learn in your teaching context. The eight modules are:

• From teacher to trainer

• Differences between training and development

• Encouraging reflective practice

• Observation and feedback

• Running training sessions

• Onboarding new teachers

• Mentoring new teachers

• Encouraging teacher-learner autonomy

How will I learn?

You’ll listen to podcasts, watch videos, read articles by industry leaders, get input from outside TEFL and 

consider how everything you learn applies to your role as a trainer or mentor. Course tasks are divided 

into bite-size chunks, so instead of sitting down to write one giant essay each week, you’ll have smaller 

reflective tasks, some longer readings, practical activities to try in your everyday work and summaries to 

bring together everything you’ve learned in each module. Best of all, you’ll have 1:1 tutorials with your 

tutors to make sure you’re on track and to personalize your learning.

Why should I take this course?

We have three main reasons. 

1. The trainers. You’ll be working with Trinity DipTESOL qualified trainers who are experienced in 

running accredited training courses and training trainers.

2. The content. We have the most up-to-date articles, ideas and content for you from the TEFL industry 

and beyond and we know how to make learning engaging.

3. It’s useful. This course is designed to be practical, regardless of if you’re working face to face or 

online, teaching adults or young learners, working in public or private education. The content is 

flexible and makes allowances for trainees with different amounts of free time and different interests.

How will I be assessed?

We believe in a variety of assessments to make sure that you leave the course having learned as much 

as possible and so you’ll leave with a portfolio of training materials to show your boss (or future 

employers). To complete the course you’ll

• need to complete weekly tasks which will help you to understand the course content

• write weekly reflections on what you’ve learned and how you’ve learned

• complete a training portfolio which will include either a training plan, video of a training delivery and a 

reflection or a teacher development plan for your school or a specific group of trainees


